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Greetings Dear Brothers and Sisters:
This is the time for giving and to show compassion for those less fortunate than
ourselves. By going out into our communities to help the needy is more
rewarding than words can express. Helping in the Food Kitchen and feeding
those that appreciated every little thing that was given to them showed a
growing compassion that became a give-away of heart…for those that gave and
those that were receiving. For the communities that do not have a food kitchen
to help feed those in need, maybe you could start one! There are programs out
there for just this cause, ready to have a people take charge and make a
difference……Blessings….Happy Give-A-Way Day!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Messages from the Grandmothers…..mainly the Apache Grandmothers..from November 21st to Dec. 4th
It is the Time for Coyote Cycle Energy..near perfect time. …a time of healing both playful and dedicated.
Committed yet open to the unknown
The first four phases of Creation have ended changing Mothers grid. Life germinates in a new way, and is
ready to make its first appearance. All Seeing Ones have come to us to help us through our growth…we
are beginning to dance, sing, drum, pray together in a joyous of ways. We are changing with our Mother
as we dance we maintain the balance with her grid….(the dance of the Cherokee, however way you
choose to do the many variations.) They are helping us to return home to the stars….not visible or
known they are mysterious spirit worlds. Grandmother Bear helps us to understand that we must learn
a new way. We along with our Mother are entering the fifth World…a total of Seven Worlds throughout
our evolutionary development…..The White Buffalo are guided with invisible forces invoked to manifest
higher powers so that we are guided in our never-ending journey. Let us flow as tides into the changes
that will soon feel natural … as the butterfly emerges from the cocoon, “We have been working to attain
this time…..the answer to ...”We have came into our power, now what?”
Dear Ones:
The Grandmother that is keeper of the November Moon in Walks Tall Woman….she burns a white
candle to guide us to her. She teaches us balance, truth and ability with agility to change. She gifts us
with information as we need……going deep within our heart of knowing….that inner flame that burns
with the need for knowledge is nurtured and stoked with as much as we can maintain in a good way.
Blessings, Grandmother Whitedeer

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Message from our Sister Kaariina in Canada:
This FULL MOON LODGE honors the prayers and requests to be in service of the Vision for
the Planet.
We are here to co create a community of support, openness, sharing, seeing and being seen.
We all bring flame and light and add to the creation of the Sacred Fire.
We ask for acceptance; for curiosity and reverence for the unknown as we step into Sacred
Space.
We hold these visions for the planet: Love , respect for Mother Earth and therefore, for our own
birth mothers, for all women; the realization that exhales are others' inhales so that we are here
to be responsible for how we influence others.
We are here to readjust to the calibrations and cycles of LUNAR TIDAL TIMES< moving away
from MALE SOLAR RAY TIMES. This shifting affects women profoundly for our moon times,
or bleeding is touched by these . We are the biological basins, in our pelvis, of the oceanic and
lunar times.
*for men living with, wanting to dwell in harmonic resonance with women, the FULL MOON
LODGE< open to both men and women, offers this Great TEACHING:
To appreciate the surrender, the choices and the sacrifices of the Birth Mother
To realize that these tidal times have been relatively unconscious within families and intimate
relationships

To acknowledge that men are also affected by this WAVING CYCLE and to begin to attune to
these
To remember that we are all of the ocean, all of the earth and that what we have done to her in all
her forms, we do to our FUTURES!
These are the ethics and principles of Moon Lodges.
Reindeer Moon Lodge is held by Kaariina of the Saarinen Clan; Sami in her Mother's Line.
I am dedicated to serving as a Keeper for these Moon Lodges in order to honor and respect our
Mother's Line of Teachings
And to continue the healing of the Hearts of Women, Sanctifying the womb, revering blood
times.
As a Sister of the Planetary Water Rites, we have chosen the shores of the Cheakamus
that these Rites honor our watery flowing ways and clear the pathways for future waters all the
way to the oceans!

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^E
I have placed information within this Newsletter that was sent to me to
review. Hope that some of the articles will trigger a spark of interest. If
you find something or know of something that we could all benefit by
please send it to me so that I can review it to be place within a
Newsletter.
ENERGY SURGES ‘JUST KEEP ON A COMING’
As received by Gillian MacBeth-Louthan
I don’t know about you all but I am having another ‘on the road to 2012’ type
paramount energy surge. we all are being pulled into a swirling black hole awareness
with the thought of being completely alone in a rather crowded world. So many have
been aware for so long we do not know any other way of life. Spiritual awareness is a
normal part of life. so many are prepared and practiced in the art of conscious
awareness and creation while driving on the road to enlightment.
We know we are lightworkers with a purpose but there are still days that we hang on
by a single damaged hair. We know that we are not like others except for the way we
look. We know that we will shift the outcome of a prophesy that comes unraveled and
then re-sews its shapeshifter self into another possibility. We watch everything and
everyone for a sign, a message, and a truth that will continue to invisibly escort us
down the path of enlightment like a white feather floating down at every turn of
awareness.

We look deep into the eyes of all we meet knowing good and well any person could
be a saint a sinner an angel or a decoy. We discern every drop of energy that comes
our way like a Mixmaster that examines its fruit before it becomes an emulsified
smoothie.
We are the sentinels of light waiting for what is to come in any and all forms, it may
take. We look for the cosmic code, an eclipse, a planetary lineup, stars exploding,
something, any type of breadcrumb to lead us down the right path. We sit high on our
Mt. Olympus awareness looking above and below the clouds of illusion. There are
days we think we are truly crazy for such thoughts and in the next breath, we get an
undeniable proof, a new clue and the game starts again. Like well-dressed Bobbies in
front of the Queen Mums abode, we wonder about the secrets we are guarding and the
truths within our heart.
Between now and the end of the year 2010 we will have a few more energetic hoops
to jump through. The wonderful planet mercury goes retrograde December 10-29,
2010. May the saints be with us as we visit the ghosts of Christmas past thru the
looking glass of many lifetimes. It will not just be one past /per person/ per holiday/
but several layers like a cosmic croissant. Food may fly as poltergeist like activity
may enter the scene of many a family gathering as the great-great great grandparents
make an appearance.
On 12-21-2010, we have the first of 2 eclipses (Lunar Eclipse on 12-21-2010 in
Gemini. Solar Eclipse on Jan 4, 2011 in Capricorn) The eclipse of 12/21/2010
escorts us into a 2 year power surge until 12/21/2012. it is a 3-3-3 energy. This
number offers you a choice. The holy trinity is activated within the tetrahedron (3
sided pyramid)in your DNA structure. This number offers an opportunity to connect
with highly evolved spiritual beings / masters/angels/Christ. The trinity is the
holiness within all of your choices. Your body, mind, spirit in agreement with your
Soul's evolution. Within this number you are not allowed to straddle the razor blade
fence of indecision. Connection with the wisdom of the Oversoul and seeing the
sacredness in all of your choices no matter what the outcome.
12-21-2010 is a place where the numerical status of planet earth comes to an
immediate turning point. Well Exceeding the speed limits of the turn stile one will
be catapulted forward into the echo of every past thought and deed. A perpetual
place of transformation held captive by all energies that are and have been aligned
with the host human.
An expansion that is introduced from a place where worlds and stars merge is given
as the gift of hope to humanity. A celebratory creation comes as it did once before.

What was once christed is crowned King of Light moving from a place of the
sun/son. Hope is imbued with science as more and more of what one believes in their
soul comes to past and present. You’ll see it when you believe it is shouted from the
rooftops of humanity. Cellular intelligence declares its independence from
circumstance, trial and error. No time to sit and ponder with the scholars as they rock
upon their hunches.
Right comes from the left of humanness as internal circuitry reacts to the luminous
downloading. Photonic particles are created as once was seen in fantasy, as life moves
closer and closer to a dialogue with space without time. ‘Make it so’ is echoed in the
halls of time as everyone is asked to participate in this next creational dance. The
Achilles heels/heals of many will ache with prayers as they are brought to their
emotional knees in order to receive communion with FIRST LIGHT. Humbleness
allows an opening in the canyon of self that once dead ended and echoed of wrong
choices. The impassable mountain responds to true emotion from the deep clear well
of caring. Hollowness will not be seen as a friendly gesture as many still continue to
serve self at the cafeteria of denial.
You are asked to become the healer, you are asked to become the scholar. You are
asked to become all that you shirk. You are asked to make personal decisions that
even Christ himself would fret over. You are being pulled away from your personal
line in the sand and taken to a new beach where your footsteps will count. You are
asked to become more than you ever thought possible! You are asked to increase your
belief factor in yourself and all of your abilities. You are asked to redesign yourself in
a collage of life imitating art. You are asked to step up to the plate and sup upon what
is needed to be done, let it fuel your life force. Instead of allowing life and her daily
deeds to suck all of your energy allow it to give to you increased energy from all
circumstances that surround you. Stop whining about what has be-fallen you and see
it as a heavenly helping hand, a piece of the soul puzzle you seek to fit the picture in
your heart.
The Solar Eclipse on January 4, 2011 is an 1-4-4 star seed activation point. These
energies allow you entrance into star vibrations that help you to shift your future by
making higher choices within your creational field. This eclipse comes to teach us
about our stellar connection and the 144 starseeds that run within our DNA. They
help us to remember the inherent light within all that appears dark. They hold the
matter of luminescence, a light that is alive and constantly changing in form and
appearance. When man was first discovered on Earth he was primitive of nature.
Advanced beings came to earth as the giants of the old testament and Egyptian lore
and married the fair maidens of earth. Thus the stars were seeded into the flesh of
mankind.

The 144 star seed activation is really the language of light from the stars that comes
to speak to us directly in a form that can be absorbed. No more encrypted codes that
can only be deciphered by the gods but a new underlying simplicity to the pattern that
untangles the DNA. Finally taming that which was previously mustang within us with
a soft hand and a loving whisper. We are finally ready to biologically instruct the way
we were born to do.
The 144 vibration A creates a new entrance thru the old neuro-pathways as the
higher vibratory light goes hand in hand with the new neuron functions, allowing
the dimensions to meld and become Seeable. All situations that have you coming
undone are holograms of distortion projected by what feels a need to be seen.
Problems come to move you through sections of time into a cleared aspect of your
own truth.
144 also vibrates at a Nine frequency. Cosmic and personal completion, The
End! Entering the next level of love, of heart, of soul and service to the planetary
evolution through healing self. Free-falling from the height of the nine into the next
level of Light. Entry and exits all in the same breath. A quantum leap into unknown
gifts comes through the nine. Are you ready to see and be more than you are at this
minute of time? Nine is the photo finish on the heavenly line of multiple choices. If
you believe you have won, you have.

Today marks the release of my.Water.org, the third generation of our field-reporting tool. It has a new skin and enhanced onlinesharing capabilities, allowing you to get weekly progress updates from our projects. Our goal is to continue to model
transparency, not only at the financial and high-level progress level, but all the way down to the individual communities we're
helping on a weekly basis.

Limited Edition Water Bottles: perfect holiday gift
One-hundred percent of the profits from sales of these CamelBak water bottles support
Water.org's efforts to bring clean water to people in need. The bottles are limited-edition,
environmentally friendly, and make great holiday gifts. Available in stainless steel, blue, and clear,
these designer bottles start at only $18.99. Give hope in a bottle today.

Clean water for seventeen-year-old Mucee
Thanks to you, 17-year-old Mucee has clean drinking water for the first time! He used to travel
nine miles to collect water that wasn't even safe. See what daily life in rural Kenya is like for
Mucee: "It is now 6:30 a.m., and Mucee must run carefully so not to step on a snake along the
narrow path to school. He is just on time before the morning bell rings and the teacher starts
caning those who come after 7:00 a.m…" Full story.

Ripples is Going Green!
To save costs and trees, Ripples magazine is now distributed electronically. If you'd like a printed
copy, please send an email to ripples@water.org. Published annually, Ripples contains stories
about the impact of Water.org programs around the world -- thanks to the support of donors like
you. Enjoy!

Water.org | 920 Main St., Kansas City, MO 64105 | PH: 816.877.8400 | Privacy Policy | Unsubscribe
Sign-up for eNews | Make a Donation

Help CaringBridge Deliver Hope

Send this to a
friend

Dear Tonya,

In This Issue

Thank you for your commitment to the mission of CaringBridge - to amplify the love,
hope and compassion in the world, making each health journey easier.



Today more than 10 million people have signed up to be part of a CaringBridge
community. But each day thousands more are diagnosed with cancer, have a premature
baby, or become injured, and they need the hope that CaringBridge provides.

Bill Gives Back
after Surviving
Cancer



Outpouring of
Support for Mom
and Baby



Connection and
Hope - Anywhere,
Anytime

Help deliver hope by donating to CaringBridge this holiday season.

Donate Now

Sona Mehring

Other Ways to
Give

Founder and CEO



Workplace Giving



Donate by Mail

When battling melanoma, Bill Lindberg used CaringBridge to stay connected and has
graciously given back to CaringBridge as a four-time donor.
Connect With Us

"I knew how valuable CaringBridge has been for me," says Bill. "I fully appreciated
that the uplifting energy I was receiving from my CaringBridge site was at least as
valuable to my immune system as any medication I would have taken."
Read More

Visit
CaringBridge.org

Personal Message From Grandmother
Whitedeer…..The Sisterhood donated to The Caring Bridge for



Donate Today

Joyti’s little grandbabie, who was waiting for a little baby heart. We are



Visit a Website



Create a Website



Shop CaringBridge
Store



Contact Us

so happy to announce that Dylan has her new little heart and is doing
well…..this is another way for our Sisterhood to reach out and help all
of our Relations…Blessings, Grandmother Whitedeer

Susan Amari is working on constructing our in Web Store. We
already have some people wanting to sell their products in it!
We have a few suggested names….Tidal Pools, Coral Reef,
Currents, Maiden Voyage, Water Mart, Water Works, High Tides,
Water Falls, Bubbling Brooke,Streams, Head Waters…..let me
know if you have another suggestion or favorites already listed!

Let our HeartFires burn as we sit by the warmth of our Hearths!....Many
Blessings in All Ways, Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer

